We introduce a hash chain-based secure cluster. Here, secure cluster refers to a set of vehicles having vehicular secrecy capacity of more than a reference value. Since vehicle communication is performed in such a secure cluster, basically secure vehicle communication can be expected. Secure hash clusters can also be expected by sharing hash chains derived from vehicle identification numbers. We are also convinced that our paper is essential for future autonomous vehicles by providing secure clustering services using MEC. In the near term, autonomous driving, our paper makes it possible to expect strong and practically safe vehicle communications.
plurality of radiating wireless channels, referrig to Fig.1 . That is, according to physical layer security, there is almost no radio signal transmitted to the eavesdropper, or a signal completely different from the signal transmitted to the eavesdropper is transmitted to the legitimate sender. As a result, it can be appreciated that the role of such physical layer security is to allocate a unique wireless channel between the sender and the receiver. In vehicle communication, for safe communication, the ophthalmologist proposed a vehicle communication using a secrecy capacity [5] . In general, the secrecy capacity is defined as the target channel capacity minus the eavesdropping channel capacity. The physical meaning of this secrecy capacity can be thought of as a measure of how well data is transmitted to the target channel without the threat of eavesdroppers. However, since vehicle communication in the real world has no knowledge of the existence of the eavesdropper and the number of eavesdroppers, the definition of such secrecy capacity is not valid. Thus, we define a vehicle secrecy capacity for vehicle communication.
The secrecy capacity for the vehicle is defined as the channel capacity between the target vehicles minus the average channel capacity between the remaining vehicles, referring to We propose a similar secrecy capacity, vehicular secrecy capacity (VSC), which is independent of the existence of an eavesdropper. Generally, the eavesdropper may or may not transmit response messages corresponding to its channel information in response to a communication-initiated signal from the host vehicle. The response message includes channel information that goes through channel states, and this channel information may contain SNR values. A host vehicle may receive channel information from either eavesdroppers or legitimate vehicles. The VSC value is defined under the assumption that the SNR value of the eavesdropper is lower than the average SNR value.
Using the SNR values of the received channel information, host vehicles can define the VSC as follows:
where
, and M is a number of channel signaling received during the unit time.
B represents the target vehicle for communication, and i is the vehicle number, excluding the host vehicle.
Secure Cluster
We define a secure cluster for vehicle communication. Here, the secure cluster is a set of vehicles whose vehicle secrecy capacity is greater than or equal to the reference value. Each vehicle can calculate its own secrecy capacity for the vehicle. Each vehicle may propagate to surrounding vehicles via broadcast signals that the calculated secrecy capacity is above a reference value. 
Verification of Vehicle Hash Chain
Any vehicle that has received a vehicle hash chain value of another vehicle can verify at any time whether the received value has really been transferred from a legitimate vehicle. To this end, each vehicle can verify whether the published vehicle hash chain value is valid by determining whether the published vehicle hash chain value and the hash value performed m times from the vehicle identification number based on the hash algorithm are the same.
Formatting for Secure Cluster
Anyone whose vehicle secrecy capacity is greater than or equal to the reference value may disclose a number corresponding to his vehicle hash chain value and the repeated hash operation number.
The vehicle creating the secure cluster may add the block to the secure cluster by receiving the number corresponding to this vehicle hash chain value, referring to Fig. 5 . The hash chain information corresponding to the generated secure cluster will be sent to all vehicles forming the secure cluster. This will allow vehicles with secure clusters to share hash chain information. This hash chain information can be used for data transmission or reception as a kind of shared key.
Data Transmitting
The transmitting vehicle may transmit a broadcast signal having data encrypted with its vehicle hash chain value and hash chain information to a plurality of vehicles.
Data Receiving
The receiving vehicle receives the broadcast signal from the transmitting vehicle and checks whether the vehicle hash chain value is included in the stored hash chain information. If the vehicle hash chain value is included in the stored hash chain information, the receiving vehicle may decrypt the encrypted data using the stored hash chain information. On the other hand, if the vehicle hash chain value is not included in the stored hash chain information, the received broadcast signal may be ignored.
Lifetime of Secure Cluster
Secure clusters can define expiration times when initially formed. After this expiration time, the secure cluster can no longer be designed to be valid.
Secure Clustering Service Using MEC Platform
Computing offloading may be implemented using an RSU or a base station [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . 
Conclusion
We proposed vehicle communications using hash chain-based secure cluster. Each vehicle may disclose the hash chain value to an external vehicle when the vehicular secrecy capacity is greater than or equal to the reference value. MEC platform can use this published vehicle hash chain value to form a vehicle hash chain and send it to each vehicle. As a result, each vehicle can be provided with secure clustering service using the MEC platform to expect more secure vehicle communication.
Our research is expected to be essential for the future of autonomous driving and help to apply safe vehicle communication easily.
